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ABSTRACT  

Gender biases and business is a hot topic in today’s society as women are still fighting for 

equality. The growing media phenomenon of reality television also demonstrates the challenges 

with representing gender. Throughout the decades, females have been portrayed unfairly in 

reality television with harmful gender stereotypes or through focus on their physical 

characteristics, sexual appeal, and romantic success. The purpose of this research is to examine if 

these biases, stereotypes, and differences in portrayal exist in business reality television shows.  

For my research project, I have examined gender biases in entrepreneurship focused 

reality television through a content analysis of Shark Tank. Results of this content analysis found 

that teams including either a female entrepreneur or child entrepreneur were more successful in 

getting a deal.  Findings also indicated that teams that used emotional appeal received more 

offers and deals than teams that did not. Despite past research indicating differences in how 

women are portrayed on reality television, this content analysis did not reveal any biases against 

female contestants or any negative stereotypes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Reality television became a cultural phenomenon in the 1990s and its popularity has 

continued to skyrocket in the past couple of years (Hill, 2014). The purpose of this new genre of 

television is to watch real people in real settings. However, females are portrayed and 

stereotyped differently than their male counterparts in reality television. In the business reality 

television series Shark Tank, potential entrepreneurs pitch their business ideas to a panel of 

established venture investors called “sharks” who compete for the investment if they see 

potential success in the opportunity. The sharks are ultimately looking to invest in a venture with 

high possibility of success to grow their portfolios, but are there biases when making these 

decisions?  

Research shows that entrepreneurship has been strongly correlated with stereotypical 

masculine characteristics (Gupta et al., 2009). Women are typically viewed as a less competent 

and lower status group in comparison to men (Thébaud, 2015). Studies found that a varied 

sample of respondents ranked men higher than women on a scale of perceptions of competence, 

confidence, intelligence, competitiveness, and independence (Fiske et al., 2012). Because of this 

standard discrepancy between men and women, women must demonstrate more evidence of 

ability than men to have their performances judged to be the same quality. In entrepreneurship, 

female entrepreneurs must demonstrate more entrepreneurial ability than their male counterparts 

in order for their business idea to be perceived as equally worthy of investment and support 

(Thébaud, 2015). According to Thébaud’s findings from conducting a series of studies, gender 

status beliefs provide an unfair advantage to male entrepreneurs in comparison to their female 

counterparts (2015).  Overall, participants in the study held lower expectations for female 

entrepreneurs’ abilities and the possibility of success of their business plans than for the men’s. 

However, the study also found that innovation in business models had a stronger and more 
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positive effect for women (Thébaud, 2015).  Past research identifies clear gender biases in 

entrepreneurship and illustrates the additional barriers for female entrepreneurs.  

 There has been extensive research conducted on gender differences in entrepreneurship 

and gender biases in the workplace. However, there is a gap in research regarding if gender 

biases occur in entrepreneurship ventures and there is also limited research on how females are 

portrayed differently than male counterparts on reality television.  

This thesis will examine gender biases in entrepreneurship focused reality television 

through a content analysis of the top rated reality television series, Shark Tank. This paper will 

explore biases against female entrepreneurship in investment ventures. The latter part of this 

paper will explain the rising phenomenon of reality television and study how women are 

portrayed differently on reality television programs. Finally, a content analysis of Shark Tank 

episodes will examine any gender biases in investment decisions as well as in portrayal of female 

entrepreneurs on the show. The findings of this analysis are intended to achieving greater 

understanding of the barriers female entrepreneurs face in today’s society.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Reality Television 

“Reality TV represents a media phenomenon that has enormous potential impact on 

cultural constructions of gender, culture, and sexuality, yet it remains virtually unknown and 

unobserved” (Brown, 2005, p. 81). Reality television has been on the rise in the past decades but 

little research has been conducted on this genre and its effects on its audience. The media 

phenomenon of reality television is apparent from the many successful recurring series which 

many times exceed ratings for scripted programs (Hill, 2014).  

Reality television is an ambiguous category that can be positioned and defined in many 

ways. It does not have a single identity and can be positioned in various ways for different 

groups of people in diverse culture.  For the purposes of this research, “reality television” is 

defined as “any unscripted program, which employs non-actors in a non-fictional format” 

(Lopez, 2009). However, it is important to note that definition of reality TV has expanded to 

include celebrities and reality TV stars as well as professional reality television contestants. 

Reality television has become the term to describe any program within the media mix of “factual 

entertainment” (Lopez, 2009). While the purpose of reality television is to watch real people in 

real settings, it is important to recognize this is not always the case.  Because of crafty editing 

techniques and staged social interactions for dramatic effect, the genre of reality television has 

been scrutinized (Lopez, 2009).  

To gain greater understanding of the genre of reality television, it is important to 

understand the concept of scripted programming. In scripted programming, such as Friends or 

Two and a Half Men, professional writers are paid to create a script for each episode. These 

scripts are memorized by actors, such as Jennifer Aniston in Friends or Charlie Sheen in Two 

and a Half Men. These actors memorize and act out the scripted dialogue and planned situations 
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on a production stage with the help of a director. The characters in scripted television are not 

meant in any way to resemble the real personalities of the actors. This planned and scripted 

programming differs from the unscripted form of reality TV.  

The rapid growth of the reality television phenomenon can be attributed to money and 

ratings. Kaufman argued, “Reality TV is the most commercially successful format in the most 

dominant marketing medium in history… this mutating, low-cost, high-ratings, often low brow, 

train wreck of a genre is everywhere.” (as cited in Hill, 2014, p. 3). In comparison to scripted 

television, reality TV shows are relatively inexpensive. This is not to say that reality TV shows 

are cheap to produce. According to E! Online, a 30-minute reality show costs approximately 

$100,000 to $500,000 per episode (Joyner, 2010). However, participants in reality television 

series are paid substantially less than actors in scripted series. The stars of Jersey Shore on MTV 

are reported to make about $10,000 each per episode. This cost is miniscule in comparison to the 

$680,000 the scripted show, Two and a Half Men, paid Charlie Sheen for each episode in 2009 

(Joyner, 2010). Reality television series also avoid the costs of multiple writers for the show. As 

a result, there is a higher revenue return and less production costs associated with reality 

television than for scripted television.  

Crucial to the study of reality television is its relationship with its audiences. The theory 

of co-creation in reality television states that television producers, participants, and audiences co-

create cultural experiences, events, and trends (Hill, 2014, p. 7).  “Reality TV is a phenomenon 

in the sense that it is part of a social and media matrix” (Hill, 2014, p. 6). Reality television 

programming utilizes many forms of cross-media content such as voting for participants via text 

and phone calls, viewer engagement through special live events and social media, and 

discussions and debates on television and radio programs. This phenomenon also employs the 
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use of print media and blogs. The widespread fascination with reality television programs has led 

to extensive audience engagement across various media platforms. Cross-media usage increases 

user-generated content for reality programming as they publically debate and discuss their 

favorite reality shows. This content acts as free advertising and publicity for the programs and 

helps to continue the growth of the reality TV phenomenon.  

 The genre of reality television is comprised of many specialized formats or subgenres. 

According to Ouellette and Murray (2009), the most notable sub-genres include the gamedoc 

(Survivor, The Apprentice, Project Runway), the dating program (The Bachelor, Joe 

Millionaire), the makeover program (What Not to Wear, Extreme Makeover), and the docusoap 

(The Real World, The Real Housewives of Orange Country). Other subgenres of reality 

television include the talent contest (American Idol, Dancing with the Stars), popular court 

programs (Judge Judy), and celebrity variations that use the conventions of presenting 

“ordinary” people on TV (Celebrity Boxing, Surreal Life). In the past decade, these subgenres 

has expanded to include the charity program (Extreme Makeover Home Edition, Three Wishes) 

along with a variety of lifestyle games that blend gaming with expert guidance in parenting, 

nutrition, domesticity, and other everyday happenings (Suppernanny, The Biggest Loser).  These 

various subgenres are all brought together by the concept of the “entertaining real”. The concept 

of the “entertaining real” is the fixation with “real”, “authentic” people, personalities, situations, 

problems, and stories (Ouellette & Murray, 2009). This fascination distinguishes reality 

television from scripted, fictional television and is a main draw for viewers.   

How Females are Portrayed in Reality Television  

Throughout the decades, “TV has depicted females by focusing on their physical 

characteristics, sexual appeal, and romantic success, whether they are housewives, mothers, or 

objects of desire (Ward and Harrison, 2005).” Females are portrayed and stereotyped differently 
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than their male counterparts in reality television. Some common female stereotypes on reality 

television include “bitch”, “slut”, and “status-checker” (Lopez, 2009).  A famous example of the 

“bitch” stereotype is Omarosa Manigault Stallworth from The Apprentice in 2004 (IMDb). Her 

aggressive and dominant personality throughout the show gave her the label of “queen bitch” 

among the contestants and while she openly admits her goal was to win at all costs, no male 

contestants received negative publicity for showcasing similar assertive natures. The stereotype 

of slut can be described as a sexually promiscuous woman who uses her body to gain attention 

and material possessions from males. The stereotype of slut is normally seen in dating 

competition reality television series such as The Bachelor. In the most recent season of The 

Bachelorette, Kaitlyn was harassed for having sex with Nick, one of the participants. This 

stereotype draws negative attention to women not given to men who participate in the same 

sexual endeavors. While Kaitlyn was being cyber-bullied and targeted as a slut for her actions, 

Nick faced much fewer repercussions for the same action. A status-checker is the stereotype of 

women who believe they are superior to other contestants and who participate in “downward 

social comparison” (Lopez, 2009).  With this stereotype, a status-checker blackballs other 

women in the group through gossip and false rumors. Examples of this can frequently be seen on 

lifestyle series such as America’s Next Top Model. These stereotypes are harmful to women and 

have been seen to transfer over into viewers’ perceptions of reality.  

Shark Tank  

The business reality television series, Shark Tank, has given over 500 teams of hopeful 

entrepreneurs the chance to present their business concepts to the sharks in hopes of gaining 

investments to start and grow their business ventures (Murphy, 2015). Shark Tank was 

developed from the Japanese game show, Dragons’ Den (Murphy, 2015).  After debuting in 

2009, Shark Tank has survived a stream of negative press and reviews in its start and also airing 
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on one of the worst time slots on television (IMDb, 2015). The show has spent the majority of its 

seasons airing Friday nights at 8 or 9 p.m. on ABC (Murphy, 2015). Despite these setbacks, 

Shark Tank has become a widely popular program with an average of approximately 8.4 million 

viewers per episode in Season 6 (Murphy, 2015).  

The judges, or “sharks”, of Shark Tank have varied slightly from season to season but 

Mark Cuban, Barbara Corcoran, Lori Greiner, Robert Herjavec, Daymond John, and Kevin 

O’Leary are the main sharks that will be examined for this research.  The show has also hosted 

several guest judges including entrepreneur Kevin Harrington, Nick Woodman (founder and 

CEO of GoPro), Steve Tisch (producer and chairman of the New York Giants), and John Paul 

DeJoria (billionaire co-founder of Paul Mitchell and Patrón Spirits Company) (ABC).  

Business reality television programs such as Shark Tank and The Apprentice target a 

unique audience by having a double demographic (Boyle & Kelly, 2012). The shows appeal to 

an older and more traditional audience as well as to young viewers who are interested in the 

world of business (Boyle & Kelly, 2012). Shark Tank provides a view into the risks and rewards 

of entrepreneurship for a younger audience of potential businesspeople and entrepreneurs. It also 

generates interest from older viewers who enjoy watching business related entertainment starring 

successful entrepreneurs. This double demographic increases the size of the audience as well as 

the level of influence of this subgenre.  

It is important to note that Shark Tank, like many other reality television programs, still 

has the primary objective of entertainment, not education. Producer Mark Burnett purchased the 

rights for an American version of the show with this in mind: “It’s about seeing people squirm, 

either in their unpreparedness or their lies. People come in with an idea they think is brilliant, 

and it’s awful. But then you get the truly inspired ideas, and the sharks have a chance to fight it 
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out.” (Murphy, 2015). The entertainment aspect of the show can come from either the success of 

an innovative idea or the failure of a terrible one. One example of a horrible pitch shown for pure 

entertainment value was in its premiere episode. The contestant, Darren Johnson, pitched a 

Bluetooth device that is surgically implanted into the customer’s neck and was laughed out of the 

room by all five sharks (ABC). It is reasonable to assume the producers did not choose to air this 

pitch because of its value but for added entertainment value on the series premiere.   

The question becomes whether Shark Tank is comparable to the real world of venture 

capitalism. According to Forbes, the smartest business move for future entrepreneurs is to get 

your business idea on Shark Tank for promotional purposes and visibility (Deeb, 2013). 

However because the sharks notoriously undervalue the firm’s worth, it is advised to hold out 

and wait for outside offers because there are likely better investment options outside of the Shark 

Tank (Deeb, 2013).  

Some analysis of past seasons has found female entrepreneurs are successful more than 

male entrepreneurs on Shark Tank. Halle Tecco, an investor of venture fund Rock Health, 

conducted an analysis of Shark Tank and found that 53.6% of entrepreneurial teams made up of 

only females were successful in receiving investments (Murphy, 2015). Teams with only male 

entrepreneurs were only successful 48.1% of the time (Murphy, 2015). However when male 

entrepreneurs were successful in receiving shark investments, they received an average valuation 

of $1.53 million versus approximately $760,000 for female entrepreneurs (Murphy, 2015). The 

valuation by the sharks of firms founded by males was almost twice the average valuation of the 

proposal as their female counterparts (Murphy, 2015). This staggering discrepancy in investment 

capital brings into question if past analyses stating female entrepreneurs are more successful on 

Shark Tank is accurate.  
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One judge on the show, Kevin O’Leary, has openly discussed his feelings on investing in 

female run companies. Nicknamed Mr. Wonderful on the show, O’Leary has said the ventures 

with female entrepreneurs have been more successful than his investments with males (Roth, 

2015). O’Leary states, “I just looked at deals. I never looked at gender. I have no bias. I want to 

make money. I’m trying to find the path of least resistance with the best people I can find. I’m 

agnostic to where they came from” (Kutner, 2015). However, this shark has also been quoted 

saying that women make better CEOs and all things being equal, he would choose a woman 

every time (Roth, 2015). He argues this is because women tend to take less risk and are more 

goal oriented in terms of setting goals and accomplishing them (Roth, 2015). A variety of studies 

back up O’Leary’s arguments that women in executive roles lead to better company performance 

(Roth, 2015).  

 Female judge, Lori Greiner, also feels that women should stop thinking about their 

gender as a barrier to success (Shandrow, 2014). “Don’t think of it at all,” Lori advises. “It can 

be a pitfall if you think, ‘I’m a woman and I’m walking in the room and I’m going to be treated 

different.’ Or ‘This is going to be harder because I’m a woman.’ Don’t think like that. You’re an 

expert at what you do. You’re on a mission and you are a person in business. Not a woman in 

business. Ever.” (Shandrow, 2014). Greiner is widely successful with a $500 million retail sales 

business and the owner of over 400 products and 120 patents but she does not attribute any of 

this success to being a women (Shandrow, 2014). She simply believes in her abilities and going 

after what you think you deserve, regardless of gender.  

Gender Biases in Entrepreneurship  

According to the most recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Business 

Owners, female-owned firms in the U.S. only total 9,932,434 out of the total 27,626,362 firms in 

the United States (2012). When calculated, this means that only 35.95% of firms are female-
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owned. In addition to this discrepancy, females only account for 4.6% of CEO positions in the 

U.S. (Catalyst, 2015). The question is what is causing the gap between the number of men and 

women in executive positions.  

Thébaud (2015) theorized that “demand-side” biases are contributing to women’s 

underrepresentation in entrepreneurship. This theory argues that women’s underrepresentation is 

to due a “demand-side” mechanism, or form of gender inequality, that has typically been viewed 

as being caused by “supply-side” differences between men and women. This argument 

contradicts many previous academic studies that state gender differences cause fewer women 

than men to choose the path of entrepreneurship. Past gender studies often times focus too much 

on gender differences and ignore similarities. According to Ahl (2002), research indicates that 

there are more similarities than differences between male and female entrepreneurs for a range of 

characteristics such as psychological, attitudes, and personal background factors. These findings 

suggest that more research is needed about the real reasons the number of male entrepreneurs 

greatly outnumbers the number of female entrepreneurs today.  

Entrepreneurial success is dependent on social interactions and an entrepreneur’s ability 

to gather support, confidence, and investment capital from others (Thébaud, 2015). Gender status 

beliefs and biases provide additional barriers to female entrepreneurs aiming for success because 

gender status beliefs affect the way people evaluate an entrepreneur’s potential business venture 

(Thébaud, 2015). According to Thébaud (2015), gender status beliefs are defined as widely 

shared cultural beliefs that men are more competent and capable in important abilities to society. 

These beliefs have been widely studied to examine if women are considered inferior or of a 

lower status group than men. A study by Fiske et al. (2002) showed that a varied sample of 

Americans ranked men higher than women on a scale of perceptions of competence, confidence, 
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intelligence, competitiveness, and independence. These characteristics are some of the 

characteristics associated with entrepreneurship.  Prentice and Carranza (2002) found that the 

stereotypical characteristics linked to entrepreneurship such as propensity to take risks, 

competitiveness, aggressiveness, leadership, and business sense are not only perceived as more 

typical in men but also as more desirable in men.  

Thébaud (2015) conducted 3 studies in the United States and the United Kingdom to 

examine and test the theory that gender status biases influence the social interaction in which an 

entrepreneur seeks investments from potential stakeholders for their new business plan. In each 

study, students read about the business plans of pairs of entrepreneurs and were asked to assess 

and make investment choices for each plan. The genders and innovativeness of the plans were 

manipulated to evaluate how the effect of innovation and gender played into their investment 

decisions. The manipulations were as such that each student looked at a pair of entrepreneurs, 

one innovative entrepreneur and one non-innovative entrepreneur, who were both male or both 

female. The participants ranked each entrepreneur from 1-5 on competence, skill, commitment 

and then how relatively competent the entrepreneurs were in comparison to each other. Across 

all three studies, participants held lower expectations for female entrepreneurs’ abilities and the 

possibility of success of their business plans than for the men’s’ in general (non-innovative 

entrepreneurs). The overall findings were consistent in that gender biases disadvantage female 

entrepreneurs against males. Something interesting to note with this is that the gender of 

participant of the study did not greatly impact the results. However, the study also found that 

innovation in the business plans had a stronger and more beneficial effect for the female 

entrepreneurs. Generalizing this study to Shark Tank, women who show innovative business 

ventures may be more successful in receiving investments.  
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Past research also suggests that gender biases may occur more in certain industries. It is 

also important to take into account that the gender composition of entrepreneurs and managers 

may differ across various societies and industries. On Shark Tank, about 80% of firms and ideas 

pitched by women fall into stereotypically female industries such as home décor, food and 

cooking, cleaning, fashion and beauty, or products for children related to motherhood 

(Rosenfeld, 2015). In contrast, products from males seem to be more diversified in industry 

(Rosenfeld, 2015). The industries of the firms that contestants pitch may play a part in the 

sharks’ investment decisions.  

Communication Biases 

 Communication biases in business often arise when a person fails to consider the 

perspective of audiences from different backgrounds (Taylor, 2015). These biases in 

communication can occur because the speaker filters their language too closely through their 

personal experience without taking into account insights from peers (Taylor, 2015). 

Communication biases may be caused by gender differences; some examples of such biases are 

gender derogation, misuse of gender pronouns, or underrepresentation of women in the media.  

According to Settles et al. (2012), gender derogation can be defined as negative, 

insensitive, and offensive comments made by others about individuals of one’s own gender. An 

example of this would be to say women aren’t suited to be rocket scientists. This form of 

communication bias is also a form of gender harassment, which refers to verbal and nonverbal 

behaviors that communicate negative attitudes towards an individual of a gender group (Settles 

et al., 2012). This type of gender-based mistreatment occurs to both men and women. In a study 

of university employees, researchers found men and women reported similar rates of gender 

derogation in the workplace (Konik & Cortina, 2008). Gender derogation and other negative 
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gender-based communication is found to have negative effects on job satisfaction and workplace 

relationships (Settles et al., 2012).  

Pronouns are important in research on communication biases because they indicate social 

categories and norms (Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014). We and They reflect inclusion and 

exclusion, I and We denote individualism and collectivism, and She and He convey gender 

(Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014). Gustafsson Sendén et al. (2014) analyzed how gender pronouns 

are used in news media through a latent semantic analysis of 400,000 news messages. Their 

overall findings showed men are represented as the norm in the media with He pronouns used 9 

times more frequently than She pronouns (Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014). Previous research has 

shown that women are underrepresented in the media (Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014). This 

underrepresentation can be interpreted that women’s voices and opinions are considered less 

important. This research also found that the contexts in which the pronouns were used were more 

positive with He pronouns (Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014).  

 As a result of gender biases, descriptive biases occur in communication in which a person 

adds a category label during sentence production such as “female athlete” or “female CEO” 

(Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2014).  These descriptive biases follow Kahneman and Miller’s (1986) 

norm theory, which states that group comparisons are created with one group viewed as the norm 

and the other group being “the effect to be explained”. In the media, these labels counter the 

norm of an athlete or CEO being predominantly male. These descriptive biases are also present 

in the portrayal of entrepreneurship. Not only are female entrepreneurs labeled by the media as 

such while males are known simply as entrepreneurs, but also when the industry of the proposed 

business is stereotypically associated with masculine qualities. Labels on these women are used 

to explain the contrast to the norm. These subtle linguistic differences in the description of men 
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and women in the media reinforce gender stereotypes. Some women such as Shark Tank judge, 

Lori Greiner, are fighting these gender stereotypes. Lori Greiner explains that when she walks 

into a boardroom or an investment meeting that she does not think of herself as a woman but as a 

capable, business savvy leader (Shandrow, 2014). She says, “The big thing for me is I never 

think about myself as a female in business. I’m a person in business.” (Shandrow, 2014).  

 Several communication biases on Shark Tank have been pointed out by critics, including 

sexist comments on contestants’ appearances, products, and differences in communication 

among the sharks themselves. Lori Greiner and Barbara Corcoran are referred to by the sharks as 

the “Lady Sharks” as the only two female judges on the show. This gender distinction has caused 

some friction between the male and female sharks. One example of gender-based conflict was in 

Season 5 where contestants Erin Bickley and Jenny Greer pitched their shapewear line, Hold 

Your Haunches (Rosenfeld, 2015). Each male judge vetoed the business idea before the women 

even had a chance to explain their business proposal. The sharks Mark, Kevin, and Robert 

claimed they could not help the proposed idea become successful because they knew nothing 

about shapewear (Rosenfeld, 2015). Kevin even called the product “false advertising” and went 

so far to say that he would take legal action against a woman who wore the shapewear and 

looked different in the bedroom (Rosenfeld, 2015. Barbara and Lori stepped in to defend women 

and were stunned that the male sharks would not give the product a chance simply because it was 

designed for women. The “Lady Sharks” teamed up to invest in the line and there was clear 

tension between the sharks (Rosenfeld, 2015). There have been other noted instances where the 

male sharks comment on the female entrepreneurs’ appearances instead of discussing their 

business proposal.  
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Theory  

 In the world of television advertising, much debate has centered on the theory of the 

“mirror” versus the “mold” (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). The “mold” theory states that television 

advertising shapes societal attitudes, values, and beliefs (Bickel & Taylor, 2014).  The opposing 

argument of “mirror” theory suggests that television advertising simply copies and reflects the 

values, attitudes, and beliefs already present in today’s society (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). When 

Brickel and Taylor (2014) tested this theory, their results were more consistent with the “mirror” 

argument. They performed a content analysis commercials airing on British television and found 

the advertisements portrayed women’s occupations, settings, and ages to be stereotypical of the 

time (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). However, their research stated that the mirror was “blurry” and 

further research is necessary to examine the theory more closely (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). 

Applying the theory of the “mirror” versus the “mold” to Shark Tank, the debate becomes 

whether the show shapes and influences society’s perceptions and attitudes about female 

entrepreneurship or if Shark Tank reflects society’s current opinions on the subject.  

The “mold” theory has been argued to be correct by many researchers and was broadened 

to encompass all media consumption as cultivation theory. Cultivation theory predicts and 

describes the long-term formation and molding of perceptions, understandings, and beliefs about 

the world, which result from the consumption of media. This theory was formed by George 

Gerbner who suggested that television creates certain beliefs about reality that commonly held 

by viewers of mass media (West and Turner, 2004, p. 377). Reality television has the potential to 

influence economic, political, and social norms. Considering the application of cultivation theory 

to the large audience of Shark Tank, any gender biases could potentially dissuade young women 

from pursuing entrepreneurial endeavors or could bias future investors against female 

entrepreneurs.  
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. Are biases present when the sharks make investment decisions?  

a. Age  

b. Gender 

c. Perceived intelligence / previous business success  

d. Emotions 

2. Do the sharks argue the valuation of the company more with female contestants?  

3. Do the female sharks make different investment decisions than the male sharks? 

4. Are female sharks more likely to make an offer last or after the male sharks? 

5. Do the female and male sharks react differently to the entrepreneurs’ pitches?  

6. Is there a relation between the gender of the entrepreneur and the category of the product 

pitched? 

a. Are sharks more likely to invest in a certain product category or industry? 

b. Do gender biases occur more in certain product industries? 

c. Do sharks invest based on if industry and gender fit? 

7. Are female contestants (and models) portrayed differently than the male counterparts on 

Shark Tank?  
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METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

 This study will examine gender biases in entrepreneurial reality television through a 

content analysis of Shark Tank.  

 A content analysis is a method of quantitatively analyzing communication messages 

(Stroud & Higgins, n.d.).  Content analysis can be used to examine a single source or to compare 

multiple sources. In this research, the content analysis will be used to evaluate a single source, 

Shark Tank.  

For this content analysis, I selected 13 episodes from Season 6 of Shark Tank. More 

specifically, I coded episodes 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 25, and 28. These episodes 

were chosen because they contained the same 5 judges in each segment with no celebrity guest 

judge. The five judges present are Robert Herjavec, Kevin O’Leary, Mark Cuban, Lori Greiner, 

and Barbara Corcoran. 

Coding and Variables  

Based on my research questions, I coded the selected episodes for certain variables. 

These variables included race, age, gender, contestant appearance, entrepreneur background, 

presentation, product category, reactions of the sharks, and reactions of the entrepreneur. I also 

coded the first investment and equity offer from the entrepreneur, initial sales, arguments 

regarding the valuation of the firm, the number and order of offers, the competition between the 

sharks for an offer, and final monetary agreement and equity stake.  

In order to most accurately record the data, I first coded each segment by hand on a 

printed coding sheet. Then, I inputted the data onto Excel for further analysis.   
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RESULTS 

General Characteristics of the Sample 

 The sample for the study consisted of 52 entrepreneurial teams that pitched their product 

ideas to the sharks. The teams consisted of one, two, or three entrepreneurs. Of the total, 24 

teams included one or more female entrepreneurs; 2 teams included a child; 28 teams were all 

male teams. See Table 1 for team totals. Table 2 shows the overall totals of deals.  

 Table 1 looks at the gender and age composition of the 52 teams. 46% of the teams had at 

least 1 female entrepreneur. 2 of the 52 (4%) teams included a child as the primary entrepreneur. 

However while 54% of the pitches were all male teams, only 27% were teams of all female 

entrepreneurs. 

Table 2 shows total entrepreneurial pitches, total teams that received a deal, total teams 

that did not receive a deal, and total teams that rejected the deal. It also shows total teams that 

got a deal with the investment and equity they originally asked for. Out of the 52 total 

entrepreneurial pitches, 67% received a deal from a shark. In other words approximately two-

thirds got a deal while the remaining one-third did not. An interesting statistic to note is only 

10% of teams received the investment capital and equity that they originally asked for. Also, 3 

teams rejected the sharks’ offers and left without a deal.  

Table 1 

Types of Teams  

Teams Amount  Percentage 

   Total Teams With 1+ Female  24 46% 
Total All Male Teams  28 54% 
Total All Female Teams 14 27% 
Total Teams Including a Child  2 4% 
Total Teams where Primary Entrepreneur was a Child 2 4% 

Total Teams  52 100% 
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Table 2 

Overall Deal Statistics 

Totals Amount  Percentage 

   Total Teams That Got a Deal  35 67% 
Total Teams That Did Not Get a Deal  17 33% 
Total Teams That Rejected the Deal  3 6% 
Total Teams That Got the Investment and Equity Asked For  5 10% 
Total Last Minute Rescues 5 10% 
Total Deals With Shark Collaborators  9 17% 

Total Entrepreneurial Pitches 52 100% 
 

 

Research Question 1a and 1b – Age and Gender Biases in Investment Decisions  

Table 3 shows the percentage of teams with a female or with a child that received deals. 

100% of teams with a child entrepreneur received a deal. 75% of the teams including a female 

received a deal while only 54% of the all male teams got a deal. Thus, teams including either a 

female entrepreneur or child entrepreneur were more successful in getting a deal than all male 

teams. 

  

Table 3 

Deal Statistics by Team Type 

Teams Amount  
Percentage of 
Total Teams 

Percentage of 
Type of Team 

    Total Teams That Got a Deal  35 67% 67% 
Teams Including a Female That Got a Deal 18 35% 75% 
Teams Including a Child That Got a Deal 2 4% 100% 

All Male Teams That Got a Deal 15 29% 54% 
 

Research Question 1c – Entrepreneur Background Biases in Investment Decisions  

Table 4 shows the breakdown of how many entrepreneurial teams had previous success 

in business, strong educational background, and attended strong schools.  
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Table 4 

Entrepreneur Background  

Teams  Total Total Deals  

Previous Business Success 11 6 
Strong Educational Background 4 3 
Strong Schools Attended  3 3 

Totals 18 12 

 

Research Question 1d – Emotional Appeal Biases in Investment Decisions  

Table 5 shows the correlation between use of emotion and deals. 24 (46%) teams used 

emotional appeals in their pitch to the sharks. Those that used emotional appeal received more 

offers and deals than teams that did not use emotional appeal with the sharks. There was a 79% 

success rate of the 24 teams who appealed to the sharks’ emotions. 

Table 5 

Emotional Appeal 

Teams Total  Percentage 
Total 
Offers 

Total 
Deals  

Success Rate of 
Total Teams* 

Success Rate of 
Type of Team** 

Used Emotional Appeal 24 46% 56 19 37% 79% 
Did Not Use Emotional Appeal 28 54% 41 16 31% 57% 

 

*Success Rate of Total Teams is out of the 52 total teams 
**Success Rate of Type of Team is out of the 24 and 28 totals respectively 
 

Research Question 2 – Gender Biases in Arguments of Company Valuation 

Research question 2 looks at if the sharks argued the company valuation more with teams 

including female entrepreneurs.  

Table 6  

Argument of Company Valuation 

 
Total Females Males* 

Argument of Valuation 20 11 9 

    
*Males refers to all male teams 
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Research Question 3 – Differences in Investment Decisions Between Female and Male 

Sharks  

Table 7 shows the breakdown of shark offers, deals, and total investment. This table 

displays how many total offers each shark made, how many deals they got, and their total 

investment. Over the 52 pitches, the sharks made a total of 79 offers (not including 

counteroffers) and were successful in receiving 39 deals (this discrepancy from the 35 teams who 

got deals accounts for rejections and collaborations).  In total, the sharks offered $48,600,00 in 

those 52 pitches.  

Mark Cuban was most successful in making deals overall. He made the least amount of 

offers but had the highest success rate.  Mark also offered the most total investment at over 

$33,000,000.  In addition, Kevin and Robert made the most offers in those 52 pitches. Also, 

every shark except Robert made more offers to teams including a female or child than to the all 

male teams.  
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Table 7 

Shark Investment Totals 

Sharks  Total Offers 
Total 
Deals  Success Rate  

Total Investment 
Offered  

Barbara  
    All Teams  16 8 50%  $2,640,000.00  

Teams Including a Female  10 6 60%  $1,900,000.00  
Teams Including a Child 2 1 50%  $60,000.00  

Kevin  
    All Teams  19 5 26%  $3,565,000.00  

Teams Including a Female  9 3 33%  $1,980,000.00  

Teams Including a Child 1 1 100%  $35,000.00  
Lori 

    All Teams  13 9 69%  $3,025,000.00  
Teams Including a Female  7 4 57%  $1,950,000.00  

Teams Including a Child 0 0 -  $-    
Mark 

    All Teams  12 9 75%  $33,105,000.00  
Teams Including a Female  7 5 71%  $31,430,000.00  

Teams Including a Child 1 1 100%  $25,000.00  
Robert  

    All Teams  19 8 42%  $6,265,000.00  
Teams Including a Female  8 1 13%  $1,605,000.00  

Teams Including a Child 1 0 0%  $35,000.00  

Totals  79 39    $48,600,000.00  
 

Research Question 4 – Differences in Offer Timing Between Female and Male Sharks  

 Research question 4 asks if there is a difference in the offer timing of the female and 

male sharks. This question examines whether female sharks make offers after the male sharks or 

vice versa.   

 Table 8 shows how many offers each shark made and how many times they made these 

offers first, second, third, or fourth.  
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Table 8 

Shark Offer Timing 

Sharks  Total Offers Offer First  Offer Second  
Offer 
Third Offer Fourth 

Barbara  16 6 6 2 2 
Kevin 19 14 5 0 0 
Lori 13 7 3 3 0 
Mark 12 6 2 3 1 
Robert 19 9 8 2 0 

Totals 79 42 24 10 3 
 

Research Question 5 – Differences in Reactions from Female and Male Sharks  

 Research question 5 asks if there is a difference in reactions to the pitches from the 

female and male sharks. According to the data in Table 9, difference in reactions is not gender 

related but specific to each shark instead. Overall, sharks are more often interested in the product 

than the entrepreneur pitching it.   

Table 9  

Sharks' Interest in Product and Entrepreneur  

Sharks  Interest in Product Interest in Entrepreneur  
Barbara 25 25 
Kevin 24 10 
Lori 30 13 
Mark 30 20 
Robert 32 23 

 

Research Question 6 – Relation Between Gender and Product Categories   

Research question 6 examines whether there is a correlation between gender and product 

categories. Table 10 shows how many pitches fell into the 13 product categories and the breakup 

of which got deals. The table also shows which product categories the product pitched fell under 

with female entrepreneurs and which of those received offers.  

Overall, there was no correlation between gender and the product categories. 
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Table 10 

Product Categories 

Product Categories 
Total in 

Category 
Total That 
Got Deal 

Total Including 
Women  

Total Including 
Women That Got Deal 

Technology 7 4 2 2 
Food/Restaurant 11 7 8 6 
Clothing 6 4 5 3 
Kids Products 7 6 3 3 
Sports Related Products 3 2 0 0 
Beauty Related Products 2 1 1 0 
Socially Responsible Products  2 1 1 0 

Seasonal 3 2 1 1 
Entertainment 2 2 1 1 
Household Products 7 4 1 1 
Service 6 4 3 3 
App 5 3 3 2 
Other 14 11 6 6 

 

Research Question 7 – Portrayal of Female Entrepreneurs on Shark Tank  

 Table 11 shows the breakdown of what each female and entrepreneur wore during their 

pitch. Despite past research indicating differences in how women are portrayed on reality 

television, this content analysis did not reveal any biases against female contestants or any 

negative stereotypes. 

Table 11  

Contestant Appearance 

 
Total Females Males 

Suit 22 5 17 
Dress 11 11 0 
Company Branded Apparel 32 10 22 

Casual Clothing 14 7 7 
Uniform 8 2 6 
Scantily Dressed 0 0 0 
Costumes 5 2 3 
Other  3 3 0 

Totals  95 40 55 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion  

 Based on the data, the female entrepreneurs were not portrayed differently than male 

counterparts contrary to past research. While approximately 46% of the teams included a female, 

there were only 14 all female teams in comparison to the 28 all male teams. This shows that 

there is still an underrepresentation of women.  

 Teams that included either a female entrepreneur or child entrepreneur were more 

successful overall in receiving a deal compared to the all male teams. This shows that there are 

not gender or age biases against women and children in the sharks’ investment decisions. Also, 

no gender biases were found in arguments over company valuation. The results showed no biases 

when looking at if the sharks argued with more with female entrepreneurs about the valuation of 

their company over all male teams.  

 Based on the content analysis, emotional appeal biases in investment decisions are 

present. 46% of teams used some type of emotional appeal in their pitches and out of those 

teams, 79% received a deal from the sharks. This 79% success rate can be compared to a success 

rate of only 57% for teams that did not use emotional appeals with the sharks.  

 The results did not show differences in investment decisions and offer timing between the 

female and male sharks. Rather, these differences were present between each individual shark 

regardless of their gender.  

 In this sample, there was no correlation between the gender of the entrepreneur and the 

product category of their pitch.  

 These results showed positive biases towards the female entrepreneurs, the child 

entrepreneurs, and the use of emotional appeals. Several of these findings refute past research of 

gender biases in business and differences in the portrayal of women on reality television. 
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Overall, these findings add to the present understanding of gender biases in business focused 

reality television.  

Implications  

It is important to remember that the primary objective of Shark Tank is still entertainment 

not education.  The sharks need to argue and make rude comment to stir up the drama. These 

sharks are now famous celebrities and are endorsing the latest entrepreneurial innovations and 

products.  

Shark Tank is a top rated program reaching multiple demographics. Business reality 

television programs such as Shark Tank and The Apprentice a double demographic including an 

older and more traditional audience as well as a young audience who is fascinated by the 

business world. Because of the widespread audience, this program has the power to send the 

message to aspiring female entrepreneurs and young entrepreneurs that gender is not a barrier to 

success.  

Looking at the mirror vs. mold theory, the “mold” theory says that television shapes 

today’s societal attitudes, values, and beliefs (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). The opposing view of 

“mirror” theory states that television merely imitates and reflects the values, attitudes, and beliefs 

already present in today’s society (Bickel & Taylor, 2014). Over the past 5 or 6 years, there has 

been more discussion about gender stereotypes in the media, advertisements, and even in the 

presidential election where Hillary Clinton’s appearance and outfits have been noted to be 

discussed sometimes more than her political views and campaigning strategies unlike her male 

opponents. Because of this increased discussion, people are more aware of potential gender 

biases and sometimes overcorrect for these. Therefore, it could be argued that Shark Tank is a 

mirror of these attitudes present in today’s society and can explain the favoring of the teams with 

at least one female entrepreneur.  
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These are all implications that are important to consider in today’s world of 

entrepreneurship and reality television and may require further research in the future.  

Limitations & Future Research  

As in all research, there were limitations in this project. First, this content analysis only 

analyzed 13 episodes from Season 6 of Shark Tank. This small sample size of 52 entrepreneurial 

teams restricts our ability to generalize the findings. Also, the episodes coded come from a 

relatively small timeframe, so differences among seasons of the show are not noted. Future 

research could analyze gender biases throughout the seasons of Shark Tank with a larger sample 

size. 

There were also limitations in coding certain variables in each segment. It was difficult to 

accurately code the sharks’ reactions, body language, and emotions because the camera view 

switches a lot. Another difficulty in recording these variables was that some reactions such as 

“laughing” could have occurred in a positive or negative context, which was not included in the 

coding. One of my original research questions asked if the female and male sharks show 

different emotions, reactions, and interests during the pitch. However because of difficulty in 

accurately recording these variables, I did not feel comfortable including the data in my results.  

Future research could utilize a larger sample size of episodes and segments to see if this 

produces different results. Furthermore, researchers could also examine if communication biases 

are present on Shark Tank. Further research would be valuable regarding any misuse of gender 

pronouns or descriptive biases, such as “female CEO” versus “CEO” or how the female judges 

are referred to as “Lady Sharks”.  

This research and content analysis only explored a facet of gender biases in 

entrepreneurship on Shark Tank. Future research should utilize multiple methods to gain a richer 
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understanding of gender biases in business today and gender biases in entrepreneurship focused 

reality television.   
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